DEFINITIONS

Tourism

- For most people, tourism has a connotation of leisure travel and tends to be synonymous with holidays (vacation). In most dictionaries, its commonly refer to tourism or travel with pleasure. By contrast, tourist boards and other concerned with the development, marketing and coordination of tourism in their countries tend to take broader view; for them tourism means travel for most purposes, with such exceptions as travel to work, to migrate as a part of local and neighborhood activity. (Dictionary of Travel and Tourism by S. Medlik, Oxford: Butterworth, 2003, Reference Section, Ref 338.479103 M491 2003)

- The concept of all the features used for traveling for whatever reasons and the travel industry components as a whole. (Travel Dictionary, Australia: Cengage Learning, 2010, Ref 338.479103 D438, Reference Section)

- It is traveling for predominantly recreational or leisure purposes or the provision of services to support this leisure travel. (http://sidestore.com// retrieved on January 7, 2011)

- It can be defined as the act of travel for the purpose of recreation, and the provision of services for this act. (http://www.wordiq.com/definition/Tourism retrieved on January 7, 2011)
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